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Abstract 
58 years after the creation of impact factor (IF) the professional public shows interest in IFs and their 
significance for academia and individuals. Really, is a medical journal with IF needed for 
Macedonia? 
Some other small and developing countries have pursued and accomplished this goal: Serbia, Slo-
venia, and Croatia. On the other hand the survey of publications in Macedonian medical journals has 
been found to lack quality.  
We believe that to strive to obtain an IF would be beneficial for all Macedonian interest groups 
involved. This would introduce an ambition among the members of Macedonian academia to publish 
(so far rare), than to publish in Pubmed listed journals (ambition present in very few Macedonian 
academics) and then to publish in journals with the highest IF possible (so far a very exclusive group 
of Macedonian medical professionals).  
In time this will help in creating and enforcing legal obligation for the academia for a promotion 
based on merit of IF scientific publications. We believe that this is possible only by Parliament 
legislation. This will be of benefit for Macedonian patients, the medical community and will unable 
this country to contribute to the universe of science. Lastly it would certainly be helpful in getting a 
Macedonian university in the prestigious first 500 Shangai list. 
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Impact factors (IFs) have a tremendous 

influence on the way published scientific re-
search is evaluated. They are also a matter of 
longstanding, heated debate and subjects of 
controversy.  

58 years after its creation [1, 2] many pro-
fessionals are in doubt whether a small country 
like Macedonia needs a medical journal with IF. 

 
Indexing and indexing bases 
The three dominant indexes are the ISI 

Web of Knowledge, Scopus and Google Scholar. 
The major disadvantage of Web of Science 
owned by Thomson (who publish the Thomson 
Reuters Impact Factor), and Scopus, owned by 

Elsevier is that they are not free: Scopus fees in 
2005 were $US20 000–120 000 per year depen-
ding on institution size [3], while subscription 
fees for Web of Science are not publicly stated, 
but costly. Google Scholar has the advantage of 
being free to use. In addition, there is a high 
correlation of bibliometric data among Google 
Scholar with Web of Science and Scopus [4–6]. 

 
IF and other indexes 
The IF of a journal is the average number 

of citations per paper published in the journal 
in the last two years (number of citations divi-
ded by the number of articles published). Jour-
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nals with higher impact factors are understood 
to be more important. IFs are calculated for 
journals indexed in the Journal Citation Reports 
(JCR). 

Although this IF is the most frequently 
used, it is not the only measure of impact. The 
immediacy index points to the importance of 
papers regarding the speed they are quoted cal-
culating the number of citations in a given year 
divided by the number of articles. Other inde-
xes have been also created: the cited half-life, 
the aggregate impact factor... 

Individual scientists are also measured by 
those indexes, although they are created to mea-
sure the impact of a journal not of an individual 
(unlike the H-index). Using them to measure an 
impact of an individual is regarded as misuse 
by many [7].  

An impact factor that gives citations from 
journals with higher impact a greater weight, 
than citations from low-impact journals was 
also proposed [8]. Bollen et al. (2006, 8) used 
the algorithm (PageRank PRw × 103) in giving 
greater weight to citations from higher impact 
journals. They further devised a combined in-
dex (Y-factor × 102) which is said to render 
better accuracy in the ranking.  

The rating of the total importance of a 
journal giving the citations from highly ranked 
journals a larger contribution than those from 
poorly ranked journals is also done by the 
Eigenfactor [9, 10]. In this measure, journals 
with higher number of articles weigh more than 
the journals with lesser number of published 
articles [11]. Eigenfactor scores can be used in 
combination with H-index to evaluate the work 
of scientists. 

The Article Influence score measures the 
average influence of articles in the journal, and 
is therefore comparable to the ISI impact factor. 

Another measure of the scientific influ-
ence is the SCImago Journal Rank (SJR indi-
cator), which calculates the number of citations 
and the importance of the journals where cita-
tions are done [12]. It relies on the network 
theory which estimates the importance of a 
node in a network, where the connections to 
high-scoring nodes contribute more. 

Recently, in line with social networking, 
metrics have been developed to include men-
tioning: the "twimpact factor" (the number of 

tweets within the first 7 days of publication), 
and the twindex (Eysenbach 2011, 13). 

 
Debates 
Debates are focused on the system, 

methods and use of IFs [14]. Let’s mention some: 
1. IFs are not consistently reproducible 

[15].  
2. Journals ranked on the impact factor only 

are not always in sync with the ranking 
based on an expert survey [20]. 

3. It is not possible to compare journals 
across disciplines on the basis of their 
IFs as the volume of published articles 
varies wildly among disciplines (e.g. it 
is published less in mathematics than in 
biological sciences). 

 
The editorial policies that can improve 

the IFs per se are not always of the benefit of 
readers or authors.  

A.  A manipulation can also increase the IF, 
as in the case of coercive citation where 
an editor of a journal forces an author 
to add citations to an article before the 
journal will to publish it. It has been 
experienced in sociology, psychology, 
economics, business disciplines [16], 
while only occasionally in science [17]. 

B.  Journals that publish more review 
articles will have the benefit of higher 
IF [18]. 

C.   Editor can reduce the number of not- 
or low citable articles (case reports in 
medical journals). 

D.   Publishing a large fraction of the arti-
cles early in the year gives more time 
to gather citations.  

E.   A journal can cite articles in the same 
journal [19]. 

 
The IF disadvantages are a matter of hea-

ted controversies by individuals and many sci-
entific societies. The main message is that IFs 
should be used only cautiously to compare the 
influence of the journal and not to assess the value 
of a single paper or researchers (European Asso-
ciation of Science Editors [21], Deutsche For-
schungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foun-
dation) [22], National Science Foundation (US) 
and the Research Assessment Exercise UK [23]. 
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Recently the American Society for Cell 
Biology produced the San Francisco Declara-
tion on Research Assessment (DORA) [24] 
which states that the impact factor is not to be 
used as a substitute "measure of the quality of 
individual research articles, or in hiring, pro-
motion, or funding decisions" [24]. Rather, a 
totality of a person’s qualifications, capabilities 
and characteristics should be taken into account 
together with his IF history [25].  

In spite of all the criticisms IFs remain an 
easy, reliable and powerful way to measure 
research impact by counting citations. 

 
IF and Macedonia 
58 years after the creation of IF, they 

steer a public interest in a country which strives 
to ameliorate its place on "the world map of 
science".  

Other small or developing countries or 
territories have been ambitious in creating a 
medical journal with IF [26–31]. In Macedonia, 
a Scopus research revealed that "Macedonian 
Medical Journals lack manuscripts with high 
quality, do not have regular publishing frequ-
ency and hence publish obsolete results" [32]. 
There is a significant number of Macedonian 
journals [33], that all unfortunately bear the 
same criticism.  

In our opinion, to strive to obtain a jour-
nal with IF would be beneficial for all Mace-
donian interest groups involved. This would 
introduce an ambition among the members of 
Macedonian academia to publish (so far rare), 
than to publish in Pubmed listed journals 
(ambition present in too few Macedonian aca-
demics) and then to publish in journals with IF 
(any IF) and the highest IF possible (so far a 
very exclusive group of Macedonian profes-
sionals).  

In time this will help in creating and 
enforcing legal obligation for the academia for 
a promotion based on merit of scientific public-
cations. This is possible only by Parliament 
legislation giving the IF its due place. This will 
be of benefit of Macedonian patients, the pro-
fessional medical community and will unable 
this country to contribute to the universe of 
science. In addition, this would certainly greatly 
improve the chances of this country to have at 

last a University on the prestigious first 500 
Shangai list. 
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R e z i m e 
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Pove}e od polovina vek, poto~no 58 
godini po voveduvaweто na impakt faktorот 
(faktor na vlijanie: IF (ISI) Institute for Sci-
entific Information) profesionalnata javnost vo 
Makedonija go obnovuva interesot za IF i 
zna~eweto na ovoj faktor za univerzitet-
skite sredini. Oтtamu se nametna i pra{a-
weto: dali na Makedonija navistina i treba 
medicinsko spisanie koe go ima ovoj cenet 
atribut?  

Drugi zemji od sli~na veli~ina i sli~no 
minato, kako {to сe Srbija, Hrvatska i Slo-
venija, ve}e odgovorile pozitivno na ova pra-
{awe i uspeale da dobijat spisanie so ovoj 
posakuvan atribut. 

Koi se argumentite vo prilog na po-
trebata Prilozi, makedonskite medicinski 
spisanija i Makedonija da dobijat IF? Prvo, 
se poka`a deka Makedonskite medicinski 
spisanija imaat nedostatok od kvalitetni 
trudovi. Eventualnoto dobivawe na IF bi 
dovelo do motivirawe na makedonskite pro-
fesionalci za pokvalitetna produkcija, vo 
uslovi na golema konkurencija na etabli-
rani presti`ni spisanija. Istovremeno, ova 
bi dovelo do pozitivna konkurencija da se 
objavi, potoa da se objavi vo Pubmed indek-
sirano spisanie (vo Makedonija zasega samo 
„Prilozi“), a potoa i vo s# popresti`ni spi-
sanija. Ovoj proces bi dovel do pogolem kva-
litet na medicinskite obrazovni institu-
cii, {to bi bilo od korist za makedonskite 
pacienti, za makedonskite studenti i za obra-
zovnoto nivo na na{ata zemja. Toa e i na~in 
ovaa zemja da dade soodveten pridones во uni-
verzumot na naukata. Na krajot toa e i patot 
kon posakuvanite prvi 500 универзитети na 
presti`nata [angajska lista na medicinski 
fakulteti. Ne postoi posiguren i pobrz pat 
za ovaa cel od usvojuvawe na soodvetna legi-
slativа za akademsko napreduvawe vrz osno-
va na zasluga bazirana na objavuvawa vo pre-
sti`ni spisanija.  
 
Klu~ni zborovi: impakt faktor, Makedonija, 
medicinski spisanija. 
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